






All over the world, Tv viewing is a family affair-a time for 
togetherness, a time for chit-chat, and a time for sharing a 
good laugh. And if the television is a Newal DLED TV, there can 
be no better way to switch on happiness!
 
Designed to bring together different high technology around a 
wide color gamut, Localised Dimming, 4k Resolution, and high 
performance, a Newal DLED TV has a wide pallette and is 
capable of reproducing a really broad array of colors for 
images that are brighter and superbly detailed.

SWITCH ON ULTRA HAPPINESS



ULTRA
HD

4K UHD Resolution
Newal’s 4K DLED models offer a crisp picture with vivid colors, remarkable 
detail, and stunning sharpness.UHD Resolution refers to 3840 pixels x 
2160 pixels bifurcation of the LED screen, which is around 4 times higher 
than full HD TV, and result in an ultra sharp picture quality. NEWAL DLED 
Smart TV supports High Defination Resolution, Expanding the TV contrast 
ratio and colour palette.

SMART TV Platform
Get maximum entertainment with the Application Store on your Newal 
DLED TV - a hub of exciting web applications specially designed for TV. Its 
user-friendly interface helps you to simply flick and find your favorite 
applications from a variety of categories including video, music, social 
networking, games, news, information, and more.

Highest Range Color
NEWAL DLED TV comes with one of the best-in-class color gamuts. It 
reproduces colors with superb real-life accuracy for professional-grade 
visuals, and we offer ultrafast response times, making them perfect for 
professional and creative work, or anyone who simply wants to enjoy the 
very best color fidelity and motion clarity.

1.07 Billion
COLOURS

Highest Peak Brightness
Experience over one billion colors and more with the NEWAL DLED TV and 
enjoy complete immersion - delivering the total package of connectivity, 
design, and an incredible viewing experience.

A+  Panel
Enjoy vivid details, exceptional picture quality and life-like colours with 
superior quality LED panels. This high quality screen ensures almost 
negligible imperfections, zero light leakage, no spots in the central viewing 
area and zero dead pixels, thus giving you an experience thats a treat for 
your senses!

frameless
tv

Dynamic Sound System
Enjoy NEWAL DLED TV’s dynamic sound system that pulls you into the heart 
of the action. And it is giving you the best audio quality from all the content 
without the need for external speakers or sound bars!

Digital Video Broadcasting
DVB-T2 is a digital terrestrial transmission system developed by the DVB 
project. It introduces the latest modulation and coding techniques to enable 
the highly efficient use of the valuable terrestrial spectrum for the delivery 
of audio, video.

Stylish Frameless Design
Newal offers all models as frameless and the best style and performance. A 
slim frame and virtually no bezel make this TV less noticeable, allowing it to 
integrate seamlessly into your existing décor. Enjoy an edge-to-edge screen 
with fewer distractions from black edges, allowing for a larger image and a 
more captivating experience.

Powerful Processor
To make your experience faster and smoother when you use smart TV and 
surf on the apps and browsers, Newal DLED TVs have provided the highest 
processor to your TV.

Android Operating System
Newal DLED TVs with a built-in Android 11 OS deliver the best smart TV 
experience with a simple, responsive user interface, and thousands of apps. 
Stream your favorite music and videos from seven built-in streaming apps, 
including Netflix, YouTube, Facebook, Shabakaty, Cinemana and Vodu.

MORE

Special Features



Maxhub & Eshare
Now stream multiple files as media, text & documents from your smart 
phone, Windows or PC to the TV. Not just that, you can also mirror your TV 
screen on your smart phone or tablet and just touch their screen to control 
the TV.

Screen Mirroring
Now use Screen Mirroring to project, or mirror, what is on your smartphone 
(iphone,android), tablet or computer and see it on your TV screen!

Web Surfing
The days one-way interaction are over! Now, browse the internet navigate 
through one World Wide just by swimging your TV remote!

One Touch Access
With designated buttons for all your favourite streaming applications on the 
smart remote, it only takes a touch to stream your desired content.

Auto Restart
Newal TV sets have auto restart settings. In some cases, it automatically 
turns on and shows up the last you watch after being unplugged or after a 
power outage.

Built-in Wi-fi
Newal Smart TVs feature Wi-Fi capability that allows you to connect your 
TV to your home internet instantly. Connecting to Wi-Fi enables you to 
download streaming applications directly to your TV for unlimited 
opportunities for streaming, accessing multimedia content, keeping tabs on 
social media, and more.

HDMI
High-Definition Multimedia Interface, commonly known as HDMI, allows 
high-definition electronic devices to communicate with each other. What 
does that mean for you? It means you can connect streaming devices, 
gaming systems, or even DVD players to allow even more flexibility for how 
you use your Newal television.

USB Port
Let’s you view your pictures as a slideshow or listen to your favorite music 
via the USB port. Just insert your flash drive into the USB port for the 
ultimate entertainment.

5 Keys Joystick
You can perform volume, channel changes, on and off functions on the 
TV by using a 5 keys joystick.

Wider Viewing Angel
See the big picture from every angle! With a viewing angle of up to 178°, 
NEWAL DLED TV displays vivid colours and sharp image when seen from any 
corner of the room, and is therefore, ideal for family viewing.

OK

Special Features



The UHD-5521 model Newal television with 
4K UHD gives unmatched clarity and 
contrast. The built-in Smart TV platforms 
allow for complete control of music and 
video streaming from thousands of 
streaming apps. Our 5521 model also 
features a frameless bezel for an 
edge-to-edge screen. 

NEWAL DLED 4K TV
UHD-5521 I SMART TV

OKframeless
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1.07 Billion
COLOURS



A VISION OF EXCELLENCE
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Stylish Metal Stand

NEWAL DLED 4K TV
UHD-5521 I SMART TV 55”

The 5521 model DLED TV comes 
with state of the art Airsmart 

remote. Packed with the 
combined advantages of motion 

sensors, the ease of a mouse, 
and a QWERTY keypad, it makes 
controlling and browsing on TV, 

smoother and seamless like 
never before.

AIR SMART REMOTE

Excellent condition with 
high peak brightness

(Up to 300 cd/m2)

Elevate The Audio 
Experience

1.07 Billion
Colours

4K UHD SERIES

ULTRA
HD

Experience a
TV with a
powerful
processor

1.5G + 8G



Looking for New UHD TV ? With the 
UHD-5021 TV model, 3840 x 2160 ultra 
HD display resolution provides you with 
the next level of refined, and detailed 
picture over the current 1080P standard.
Enjoy all your favorite entertainment with 
crisp and vivid Picture quality.

NEWAL DLED 4K TV
UHD-5021 I SMART TV
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1.07 Billion
COLOURS



RESOLUTION AT ITS FINEST!
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50”
NEWAL DLED 4K TV

UHD-5021 I SMART TV

Excellent condition with 
high peak brightness

(Up to 300 cd/m2)

Elevate The Audio 
Experience

1.07 Billion
Colours

4K UHD SERIES

ULTRA
HD

Experience a
TV with a
powerful
processor

1.5G + 8G



This 50" DLED TV is best used in your living room, bedroom, or wherever you need quality 
entertainment.1080P resolution will display all your favorite shows movies, and games in 

crystal clear, high definition.

NEWAL DLED FHD TV
FHD-5011 I SMART TV
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16.7 Million
COLOURS



QUICK AND EASILY STREAMING
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50”
NEWAL DLED FHD TV

FHD-5011 I SMART TV

Excellent condition with 
high peak brightness

(Up to 300 cd/m2)

Elevate The Audio 
Experience

Streaming All 
Smart Phone

FULL HD SERIES

1.0G + 8G



NEWAL Full HD TV offers a resoluyion twice that of any HD TV! Its stat of art display techno-
logy surpasses the video quality and sharpness of original high-definition television techno-
logy, providing an image resolution of (1920x1080) pixels. So, now you can enjoy videos with 

detailed & crystal clear pictures, in vibrant colours.

NEWAL DLED FHD TV
FHD-4310 I SMART TV
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16.7 Million
COLOURS



FELL THE DIFFERENCES
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Stylish Plastic Stand

HD FULL HD

NEWAL DLED FHD TV
FHD-4310 I SMART TV

Excellent condition with 
high peak brightness

(Up to 250 cd/m2)

Elevate The Audio 
Experience

Streaming All 
Smart Phone

43”

FULL HD SERIES

1.0G + 8G



Our HDR-3209 MODEL offer built-in Wi-Fi 
putting you in control of the content on your

TV – stream music and videos from seven 
built-in streaming apps. And deliver the visual 

content in timeless beauty and sharp Picture 
quality of high resolution.

NEWAL DLED HDR TV
HDR-3209 I SMART TV

OKframeless
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16.7 Million
COLOURS



RHYTHM OF THE HOME
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Stylish Plastic Stand

NEWAL DLED HDR TV
HDR-3209 I SMART TV

Excellent condition with 
high peak brightness

(Up to 220 cd/m2)

One Touch
Access

Wider Viewing
Angel

32”

HDR SERIES

1.0G + 8G



Enjoy Newal’s brilliant 32 LED 
Displays with enhanced pictures 
and a full array of colors.

With sharper contrasts of light and 
darks, the LED display delivers a 
vast array of rich colors, ensuring 
that moving images have never 
been so pleasing to the eyes.

And also HDMI ports allow you to 
connect with your favorite digital 
devices and best choice for your 
security camera connection.

NEWAL HDR TV
HDR-3200

frameless
tv

16.7 Million
COLOURS OK



MAXIMUM ENTERTAINMENT
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frameless
tv

16.7 Million
COLOURS

NEWAL HDR TV
HDR-3200

Excellent condition with 
high peak brightness

(Up to 220 cd/m2)

Share
Pictures & Videos

Enjoy High-Defination
Multimedia Access

32”

HDR SERIES



TV Specifications

55’’

3840 x 2160

1.07 Billion

Up to 300 cd/m2 Up to 300 cd/m2 Up to 300 cd/m2 Up to 250 cd/m2 Up to 220 cd/m2 Up to 220 cd/m2

178°(H) x 178° (V) 178°(H) x 178° (V) 178°(H) x 178° (V) 178°(H) x 178° (V) 178°(H) x 178° (V) 178°(H) x 178° (V)

Frameless Frameless Frameless Frameless Frameless Frameless

Metal Metal Metal Plastic Plastic Plastic

60 Hz 60 Hz 60 Hz 60 Hz 60 Hz 60 Hz

1.07 Billion 16.7 Million 16.7 Million 16.7 Million16.7 Million

3840 x 2160 3840 x 2160 1920 x 1080 1366 x 768 1366 x 768

50’’ 50’’ 43’’ 32’’ 32’’

Category 4K ULTRA HD 4K ULTRA HD FULL HDFULL HD HD READY HD READY

UHD-5521 UHD-5021 FHD-5011 FHD-4310 HDR-3209 HDR-3200Model

Size Avaliable (inch)

Picture & Display

Resolution

Color

Viewing Angle

Refresh Rate

Design

Bezel Type

Brightness

Stand

Smart TV & Connectivity

2 x 10W 2 x 10W 2 x 10W 2 x 10W 2 x 8W 2 x 8W

x2 x2 x2 x2 x2 x2

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes -

1.5 GB & 8 GB 1.5 GB & 8 GB 1.0 GB & 8 GB 1.0 GB & 8 GB 1.0 GB & 8 GB -Ram & Flash

Android 11 Android 11 Android 11 Android 11 Android 9 -OS

Maxhub Maxhub Maxhub Maxhub Maxhub -Stream & Casting

x3 x3 x3 x3 x3 x2HDMI

USB

Wifi

Sound Features

Speaker Type

Remote Features

Air Smart + IR Smart Remote IR Smart Remote IR Smart Remote IR Smart Remote IR Smart Remote IR RemoteRemote Type




